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DESY 09-149Lorentz Violation: Motivation and new onstraintsStefano Liberati�SISSA, Via Beirut 2-4, 34014 Trieste (Italy)INFN, Sezione di Trieste,Via Valerio 2, I-34127 Trieste (Italy)Lua MaioneyDESY, Theory Group, Notkestrasse 85, D-22607 Hamburg (Germany)(Dated: September 28, 2009)We review the main theoretial motivations and observational onstraints on Plank sale sup-pressed violations of Lorentz invariane. After introduing the problems related to the phenomeno-logial study of quantum gravitational e�ets, we disuss the main theoretial frameworks withinwhih possible departures from Lorentz invariane an be desribed. In partiular, we fous on theframework of E�etive Field Theory, desribing several possible ways of inluding Lorentz violationtherein and disussing their theoretial viability. We review the main low energy e�ets that areexpeted in this framework. We disuss the urrent observational onstraints on suh a frame-work, fousing on those ahievable through high-energy astrophysis observations. In this ontextwe present a summary of the most reent and strongest onstraints on QED with Lorentz violat-ing non-renormalizable operators. Finally, we disuss the present status of the �eld and its futureperspetives.Keywords: Quantum Gravity phenomenology, speial relativity, high-energy astrophysis, Cosmi-Rays,Plank sale, Crab Nebula I. INTRODUCTIONPhysis is an observational and experimental siene; it is about the ingenious interrogation of Nature and the inter-pretation of its answers via a mathematial language. Although this may seem an obvious statement, it is nonethelessan inreasingly harder point to maintain as theoretial physis proeeds toward more abstrat and ontrived issues.However, without the guidane of experiments and observations, all our theories are doomed to remain mathematialonstruts without onnetion to reality. The most striking suh ase is the deades old quest for a quantum theoryof gravitation.Quantum Gravity (QG) has posed a hallenge to many theoretial physiists of the last generation and it remainsfar from understood. Although we do not yet have a single experiment or observation foring us to introdue suh atheory1, we de�nitely need it, not only on philosophial grounds (redutionism as a driving fore in physis), but alsobeause we know that in physially relevant regimes (e.g. singularities in osmology and in blak holes...) our lassialtheory of gravitation, i.e. General Relativity (GR), fails to be preditive. However, when searhing for QG, we haveto onfront not only deep theoretial problems (e.g. the renormalizability of gravitational theories, the possible lossof unitarity in gravitational phenomena [1℄, the meaning of time in QG [2, 3℄) but also the lak of observational andexperimental guidane. The typial sale at whih QG e�ets should beome relevant is expeted to be the one atwhih the gravitational ation (the Einstein-Hilbert ation for GR) beomes of the order of the quantum of ation ~.This happens at the so alled Plank sale MPl �p~=GN ' 1:22� 1019 GeV=2 whih orresponds to energies wellabove the apabilities of any Earth based experiment as well as any observationally aessible regime.However, it was realized (mainly over the ourse of the past deade) that the situation may not be as bleak asit appears. In fat, models of gravitation beyond GR and models of QG have shown that there an be several ofwhat we term low energy \reli signatures" of these models, whih would lead to deviation from the standard theorypreditions (standard model of partile interations (SM) plus GR) in spei� regimes. Some of these new phenomena,whih omprise what is often termed \QG phenomenology", inlude:� Quantum deoherene and state ollapse [4℄�Eletroni address: liberati�sissa.ityEletroni address: lua.maione�desy.de1 However, part of the gravitation theory ommunity would say that urrent osmologial observations (dark energy and dark matterissues) are de�nitely taking up this role.
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2� QG imprint on initial osmologial perturbations [5℄� Cosmologial variation of ouplings [6, 7℄� TeV Blak Holes, related to extra-dimensions [8℄� Violation of disrete symmetries [9℄� Violation of spae-time symmetries [10℄In this review we fous upon the phenomenology of violations of fundamental symmetries, given that a onvenientway to perform high-preision tests is to look for experimental deviations from symmetries that are believed to holdexatly in nature and that ould be broken by QG.An example of suh a fundamental symmetry is CPT invariane, whih requires that physis be unhanged underthe ombination of harge onjugation (C), parity inversion (P) and time reversal (T). C onnets partiles andantipartiles, P represents a spatial reetion of physial quantities with respet to the oordinate origin and Treverses a physis reation in time.In Quantum Field Theory, Lorentz symmetry is intimately related to CPT symmetry. Indeed, one of the hypothesesof the well known \CPT theorem" is Lorentz invariane. If CPT is broken, then at least one of the hypotheses ofthe CPT theorem should also break down. It has been proven [11℄ that Lorentz symmetry is the failing assumptionin the so alled \anti-CPT theorem", whih states that in any unitary, loal, relativisti point-partile �eld theoryCPT breaking implies Lorentz violation. Note however that the onverse of this statement is not true: it is possibleto violate Lorentz invariane while keeping CPT exat2.Thus, it is interesting to study both the theory and the phenomenology of Lorentz invariane violation (LV), whihmay yield a glimpse of QG. Although from the theoretial point of view the exploration of this possibility has beenative for many years [12{17℄, a phenomenology of LV has developed only within the last ten years or so. Before themid-1990s, few works investigated the experimental onsequenes of LV (see however [18{24℄), beause new e�etswere expeted only in partile interations at energies of order the Plank mass MPl. Later, it was realised thatthere are speial situations in whih new e�ets ould manifest also at lower energy. These situations were termed\Windows on Quantum Gravity".II. WINDOWS ON QUANTUM GRAVITYIn reent years, attempts to plae onstraints on high-energy deviations from LI have mainly foused on modi�eddispersion relations for elementary partiles. Indeed, spei� hints of LV arose from various approahes to QuantumGravity. Among the many examples are string theory tensor VEVs [25℄, spae-time foam [26℄, semilassial spin-network alulations in Loop QG [27℄, non-ommutative geometry [28{30℄, some brane-world bakgrounds [31℄ andondensed matter analogues of \emergent gravity" [32℄.In most of the above mentioned QG models, LV enters through modi�ed dispersion relations. These relations anbe ast in the general form3 E2 = p2 +m2 + f(E; p;�;M) ; (1)where he low energy speed of light  = 1; E and p are the partile energy and momentum, respetively; � is a partile-physis mass-sale (possibly assoiated with a symmetry breaking/emergene sale) and M denotes the relevant QGsale. Generally, it is assumed that M is of order the Plank mass: M � MPl � 1:22� 1019 GeV, orresponding toa quantum (or emergent) gravity e�et. The funtion f(E; p;�;M) an be expanded in powers of the momentum(energy and momentum are basially indistinguishable at high energies, although they are both taken to be smallerthan the Plank sale), and the lowest order LV terms (p, p2 and p3) have primarily been onsidered [10℄4.At �rst glane, it appears hopeless to searh for e�ets suppressed by the Plank sale. Even the most energetipartiles ever deteted (Ultra High Energy Cosmi Rays, see, e.g., [35, 36℄) have E . 1011 GeV � 10�8MPl. However,2 However, this theorem does not hold for theories that do not admit a �eld-theoreti desription and that an therefore have unexpetedproperties.3 We assume that rotational invariane is preserved and that only boost invariane is a�eted by Plank-sale orretions (see [33℄ for adisussion about this assumption).4 We disregard the possible appearane of dissipative terms [34℄ in the dispersion relation, as this would orrespond to a theory withunitarity loss and to a more radial departure from standard physis than that envisaged in the framework disussed herein.



3even tiny orretions an be magni�ed into a signi�ant e�et when dealing with high energies (but still well belowthe Plank sale), long distanes of signal propagation, or peuliar reations (see, e.g., [10℄). A partial list of thesewindows on QG inludes:� sidereal variation of LV ouplings as the lab moves with respet to a preferred frame or diretion� umulative e�ets: long baseline dispersion and vauum birefringene (e.g. of signals from gamma ray bursts,ative galati nulei, pulsars)� anomalous (normally forbidden) threshold reations allowed by LV terms (e.g. photon deay, vauum �Cerenkove�et)� shifting of existing threshold reations (e.g. photon annihilation from blazars, GZK reation)� LV indued deays not haraterised by a threshold (e.g. deay of a partile from one heliity to the other orphoton splitting)� maximum veloity (e.g. synhrotron peak from supernova remnants)� dynamial e�ets of LV bakground �elds (e.g. gravitational oupling and additional wave modes)However not all of these tests are similarly robust against the underlying physial framework that one hoosesto justify the use of the modi�ed dispersion relations of the form (1). Although the above ited umulative e�etsexlusively use the form of the modi�ed dispersion relations, all the others depend on the underlying dynamis ofinterating partiles and on whether or not the standard energy-momentum onservation holds. Thus, to ast most ofthe onstraints on dispersion relations of the form (1), one needs to adopt a spei� theoretial framework justifyingthe use of suh deformed dispersion relations.III. THEORETICAL MODELSAlthough many kinemati frameworks have been proposed to aount for LV, dynamially meaningful realisationsof LV are more interesting from a phenomenologial point of view, as they provide a more omplete framework inwhih to ompute reations. An obvious requirement for any suh model is that it agree with known experimentalobservations. Thus, a onvenient way to study LV is to embed it into an e�etive framework that ontains the SMby onstrution.E�etive Field Theory (EFT) is a well established means of desribing physis. It is partiularly suitable for ourpurposes beause it provides a suÆiently robust and general set of rules to desribe LV physis without requiringthat we know the details of the QG models leading to suh e�ets. Indeed, many QG models an be redued to EFTwith LV (see e.g. [27, 28, 31℄). Moreover, it is widely believed that the SM itself, although it an desribe partileinterations up to at least few � 100 GeV at unpreedented preision, ould be suh an e�etive model.In EFT, the presene of non-renormalizable operators in the Lagrangian is a signal of the presene of new higherenergy interations. One an infer the energy sale at whih these operators are generated (and at whih the theorybreaks down) by simply looking at their dimensionfull oupling onstants and their assoiated mass sale. (A typialexample is 4�fermion interation, with the oupling onstant GF /M�2W .) On the ontrary, for the SM this type ofreasoning annot be applied beause its renormalizability does not allow one even to guess at whih sale new physisshould appear.When onstruting an EFT of Plank-sale LV, one an deal with this restrition in two ways. On the one hand, onean introdue LV terms in the SM Lagrangian by adding only operators that preserve renormalizability. On the otherhand, one an expliitly break Lorentz invariane by introduing non-renormalizable operators of mass dimensionlarger than four. The most ruial di�erene between the two approahes is that the renormalizable operators leadto ontributions that are relevant even at low energy (and hene generially need very suppressed ouplings to �texperimental data), but the non-renormalizable operators are relevant only at high-energy and, moreover, are naturallyPlank-sale suppressed. Both possibilities have been explored in the so alled Standard Model Extension (SME),whih we disuss in the following setion.A. The Standard Model Extension with renormalizable operatorsMost of the researh in EFT performed with only renormalizable (i.e. mass dimension 3 and 4) LV operators hasbeen arried out within the so alled (minimal) SME [25℄. It onsists of the SM plus all LV renormalizable operators



4(i.e. of mass dimension � 4) that an be written without hanging the �eld ontent or violating gauge symmetry. Theoperators appearing in the SME an be onveniently lassi�ed aording to their behaviour under CPT [10℄.Beause the most ommon partiles used to ast onstraints on LV are photons and eletrons, a prominent role isplayed by LV QED. The high energy (MPl � E � m) dispersion relations for QED an be expressed as (see [10℄ andreferenes therein for more details) E2e = m2e + p2 + f (1)e p+ f (2)e p2 (2)E2 = (1 + f (2) )p2 (3)where the �rst equation is for eletrons and the seond one is for photons. The oeÆients f (1)e , f (2)e and f (2) dependin general on the heliity state of the partiles and are related to the oupling parameters of the LV operators inthe Lagrangian [10℄. The positron dispersion relation is the same as (2) with the replaement p ! �p, whih onlyhanges the f (1)e term.Note that the typial energy, prit, at whih a new phenomenology should begin to appear is quite low. If, for examplef (2)e � O(1), the orresponding extra term is omparable to the eletron mass m preisely at prit ' me ' 511 keV.Even worse, for the linear modi�ation to the dispersion relation, in the ase where f (1)e ' O(1), we �nd thatprit � m2=MPl � 10�17 eV. (Note that, by hane, this energy is lose to the present upper limit on the photonmass, m . 10�18 eV [37℄.)However, the natural values for the parameters f (n)e may be muh lower than O(1). For example, they an besuppressed by ratios of (me=MPl)Æ , where Æ > 0. If we take Æ = 1, then the suppression fator is me=MPl ' 4�10�23,whih is not too far from the limits that have been plaed on dimension 4 LV parameters to date.Beause a rih literature is available on onstraints on the minimal SME [38℄, we fous on non-renormalizableextensions in the following setion.B. The Standard Model Extension with non-renormalizable operatorsThe lowest order non-renormalizable LV operators for SME have mass dimension 5. Myers & Pospelov [39℄ foundthat there are essentially only three operators of dimension 5, quadrati in the �elds, that an be added to the QEDLagrangian and that preserve rotation and gauge invariane, but break loal LI5.These operators, whih result in a ontribution of O(E=MPl) to the dispersion relation of the partiles, are:� �2MPlumFma(u � �)(un ~Fna) + 12MPlum � m(�1 + �25)(u � �)2 ; (4)where ~F is the dual of F and where � and �1;2 are dimensionless parameters. All these terms also violate CPTsymmetry. Reently, this onstrution was extended to the whole SM [40℄.From (4) the dispersion relations of the �elds an be modi�ed as follows. For the photon, we �nd!2� = k2 � �MPl k3 ; (5)where the + and � signs denote right and left irular polarisation, respetively. For the fermion, we �ndE2� = p2 +m2 + �� p3MPl ; (6)where �� = 2(�1 � �2)and where the + and � signs denote positive and negative heliity states, respetively. For theantifermion, simple \hole interpretation" arguments show that the same dispersion relation holds, yielding �af� = ��f�where af and f denote anti-fermion and fermion oeÆients, respetively [33, 41℄.Observations involving very high energies an thus potentially ast an O(1) onstraint on the oeÆients de�nedabove. A natural question arises: what is the theoretially expeted value of the LV oeÆients in the modi�eddispersion relations shown above?5 Atually, these riteria allow the addition of other (CPT even) terms, but these would not lead to modi�ed dispersion relations (theyan be thought of as extra, Plank suppressed, interation terms) [40℄.



5This question is learly intimately related to the meaning of any onstraint proedure. Indeed, let us suppose that,for an unknown reason, the dimensionless oeÆients �, whih aording to the well-known Dira riterion should beof order O(1), are de�ned up to a dimensionless fator of me=MPl � 10�22. Then, any onstraint of order & 10�22would be ine�etive, assuming that our aim is to learn something about the underlying QG theory.This problem ould be further exaerbated by renormalization group e�ets, whih in priniple ould strongly sup-press the low-energy values of the LV oeÆients even if they are O(1) at high energies. However, the renormalizationgroup equations for the LV parameters for dimension 5 LV QED have been derived in [40℄ and they show that therunning is logarithmi. Therefore, low energy onstraints are robust against renormalization group e�ets.In onlusion, beause we lak a de�nite QG model to rely on, we assume our LV parameters to be O(1) at thePlank sale and we judge the strength of our onstraints against this referene value.C. The naturalness problem and higher dimension LV operatorsThere is however a problem with the theory desribed above. It is indeed generi that even starting with an EFTwith only LV of mass dimension 5 and 6 for free partiles, radiative orretions due to partile interations will generatelower-dimension LV terms that will then beome dominant [42℄, as their dimensionless oeÆients are of the sameorder as the higher dimension ones (O(1), given our previous assumption, see [43℄). Thus, radiative orretions do notpreserve a dispersion relation of the form shown in (5,6), but they automatially indue extra unsuppressed LV termsin p and p2, whih dominate the p3. Either a symmetry (or some other mehanism) protets the lower dimensionoperators from large LV, or the suppression of the non-renormalizable operators indeed will always be greater thanthat of the renormalizable ones.A possible solution to this problem is provided by SuperSymmetry (SUSY) [44, 45℄, a symmetry relating fermionsto bosons, i.e. matter with interation arriers. SUSY is intimately related to Lorentz invariane. Indeed, it an beshown that the omposition of at least two SUSY transformations indues spae-time translations. However, SUSYan still be an exat symmetry even in the presene of LV and it an serve as a ustodial symmetry, preventing ertainoperators from appearing in LV �eld theories.The e�et of SUSY on LV is to prevent dimension � 4, renormalizable LV operators to be present in the Lagrangian.Moreover, it has been demonstrated [44, 45℄ that the renormalization group equations for Supersymmetri QED plusthe addition of dimension 5 LV operators �a la Myers & Pospelov do not generate lower dimensional operators, if SUSYis unbroken. However, this is not the ase for our low energy world, of whih SUSY is de�nitely not a symmetry.The e�et of soft SUSY breaking was again investigated in [44, 45℄. As expeted, it was found that, when SUSYis broken, the renormalizable operators appear in the Lagrangian. In partiular, dimension � operators arise fromthe perolation of dimension � + 2 LV operators6. The e�et of SUSY soft-breaking is, however, to introdue asuppression of order m2s=MPl (� = 3) or (ms=MPl)2 (� = 4), where ms is the sale of soft SUSY breaking. Given thepresent onstraints, the theory in whih � = 3 must be �ne-tuned to be viable, beause the SUSY-breaking-induedsuppression is not powerful enough to eliminate linear modi�ations in the dispersion relation of eletrons. However,if � = 4, the indued dimension 4 terms are suÆiently suppressed, provided that ms < 100 TeV.In summary, mass dimension 5 LV operators seem to be unnatural, even onsidering the e�ets of SUSY, beausethe orresponding LV parameters have to be muh less than their \natural" value O(1) to �t urrent low energydata. However, dimension 6 LV does not su�er from this problem. There is no lear argument aounting for why thedimension 5 operators should not appear in the high energy theory 7. However, it an be shown that if we assume CPTinvariane for the Plank sale theory, then dimension 5, CPT odd LV operators are forbidden, and only dimension6 operators an appear.Therefore, CPT and (soft broken) SUSY produe a viable LV theory. This is enouraging enough to allow us toonsider this theory a serious andidate for LV, but urrently no onlusive statements an be made.For the reasons given above, it is interesting to study theories with higher dimension ontributions. The andidatetheory should preserve CPT and should be supersymmetri. In the absene of a dynamial model, we an proeede�etively by adding to the SM (atually, for simpliity, to the QED) all possible dimension 6, CPT even operators[43℄.6 We onsider only � = 3; 4, for whih these relationships have been demonstrated.7 One ould argue that the ation for gravity in GR is proportional to GN � M�2Pl ; therefore the leading order ontributions have to besuppressed by 2 powers of MPl and hene must have dimension 6. However, the Liouville inspired string theory model [46, 47℄ is anexample in whih the leading order LV terms have mass dimension 5 (as the string ation is proportional to pGN ) [48℄.



6The omplete dimension 6 SME is not known. We still lak the LV indued interation terms and the CPT oddkineti ones. This is not a severe limitation, however. Indeed, LV indued interations are expeted to have a verysuppressed rate; thus, we do not expet them to be observable in elementary partile experiments. On the other hand,we have already shown that the major attration of dimension 6 SME is essentially related to the assumption thatCPT is an exat symmetry; therefore, we neglet CPT odd terms.The CPT even dimension 6 LV terms have only reently been omputed [43℄ through the same proedure used byMyers & Pospelov for dimension 5 LV. The known nonrenormalizable CPT even fermion operators are� 1MPl � (u �D)2(�(5)L PL + �(5)R PR) � iM2Pl � (u �D)3(u � )(�(6)L PL + �(6)R PR) (7)� iM2Pl � (u �D)�(u � )(~�(6)L PL + ~�(6)R PR) ;where PR;L are the usual left and right spin projetors PR;L = (1 � 5)=2 and where D is the usual QED ovariantderivative. All oeÆients � are dimensionless beause we fatorize suitable powers of the Plank mass.The known photon operator is � 12M2Pl�(6) F��u�u�(u � �)F�� : (8)From these operators, the dispersion relations of eletrons and photons an be omputed, yieldingE2 � p2 �m2 = mMPl (�(5)R + �(5)L )E2 + �(5)R �(5)L E4M2Pl+�(6)R E3M2Pl (E + sp) + �(6)L E3M2Pl (E � sp) (9)!2 � k2 = �(6) k4M2Pl ;where m is the eletron mass and where s = � � p=jpj. Also, notie that a term proportional to E2 is generated.However, this term is suppressed by the tiny ratio m=MPl � 10�22 and an be safely negleted, provided thatE > pmMPl.Beause the high-energy fermion states are almost exatly hiral, we an further simplify the fermion dispersionrelation in eq. (10) (we pose R = +, L = �)E2 = p2 +m2 + f (4)� p2 + f (6)� p4M2Pl : (10)Beause it is suppressed by m=MPl, we will drop in the following the quadrati ontribution f (4)� p2 [43℄8.It may seem puzzling that in a CPT invariant theory we distinguish between di�erent fermion heliities. However,although they are CPT invariant, some of the LV terms displayed in eq. (8) are odd under P and T. However, CPTinvariane allows us to determine a relationship between the LV oeÆients of the eletrons and those of the positrons.Indeed, to obtain it we must onsider that, by CPT, the dispersion relation of the positron is given by (10), withthe replaements s ! �s and p ! �p. This implies that the relevant positron oeÆients f (6)positron are suh thatf (6)e+� = f (6)e�� , where e+� indiates a positron of positive/negative heliity (and similarly for the e��).D. Other frameworksAltough EFT is a natural hoie of framework in whih to study LV, there are other possibilities, arising in somemodels of string theory, that deserve attention. Indeed, if in the high energy theory a hidden setor exists that annot8 This is an example of a dimension 4 LV term, generated at high energy, with a natural suppression of me=MPl � 10�22. Therefore, anylimit larger than 10�22 plaed on this term does not have to be onsidered as an e�etive onstraint. To date, the best onstraint foreletron LV parameters of dimension 4 in SME is O(10�17) [49℄.



7be aessed beause it lives, for example, on a di�erent D�brane from us, there are LV e�ets that annot be �tin an EFT desription. Beause the EFT approah is nothing more than a highly reasonable, but rather arbitrary\assumption", it is worth studying and onstraining additional models, given that they may evade the majority ofthe onstraints disussed in this review. 1. D-brane modelsWe onsider here the model presented in [46, 47℄, in whih modi�ed dispersion relations are found based onthe Liouville string approah to quantum spae-time [50℄. Liouville-string models of spae-time foam [50℄ motivateorretions to the usual relativisti dispersion relations that are �rst order in the partile energies and that orrespondto a vauum refrative index � = 1 � (E=MPl)�, where � = 1. Models with quadrati dependenes of the vauumrefrative index on energy: � = 2 have also been onsidered [31℄.In partiular, the D-partile realization of the Liouville.string approah predits that only gauge bosons suh asphotons, not harged matter partiles suh as eletrons, might have QG-modi�ed dispersion relations. This di�erenemay be traed to the fats that [51℄ exitations whih are harged under the gauge group are represented by openstrings with their ends attahed to the D-brane [52℄, and that only neutral exitations are allowed to propagate inthe bulk spae transverse to the brane. Thus, if we onsider photons and eletrons, in this model the parameter � isfored to be null, whereas � is free to vary. Even more importantly, the theory is CPT even, implying that vauumis not birefringent for photons (�+ = ��). 2. Doubly Speial RelativityLorentz invariane of physial laws relies on only few assumptions: the priniple of relativity, stating the equivaleneof physial laws for non-aelerated observers, isotropy (no preferred diretion) and homogeneity (no preferred loa-tion) of spae-time, and a notion of preausality, requiring that the time ordering of o-loal events in one refereneframe be preserved [53{59℄.All the realizations of LV we have disussed so far expliitly violate the priniple of relativity by introduing apreferred referene frame. This may seem a high prie to pay to inlude QG e�ets in low energy physis. For thisreason, it is worth exploring an alternative possibility that keeps the relativity priniple but that relaxes one or moreof the above postulates. Suh a possibility an lead to the so-alled very speial relativity framework [60℄, whih wasdisovered to orrespond to the break down of isotropy and to be desribed by a Finslerian-type geometry [61{63℄.In this example, however, the generators of the new relativity group number fewer than the usual ten assoiated withPoinar�e invariane. Spei�ally, there is an expliit breaking of the O(3) group assoiated with rotational invariane.One may wonder whether there exist alternative relativity groups with the same number of generators as speialrelativity. Currently, we know of no suh generalization in oordinate spae. However, it has been suggested that,at least in momentum spae, suh a generalization is possible, and it was termed \doubly" or \deformed" (to stressthe fat that it still has 10 generators) speial relativity, DSR. Even though DSR aims at onsistently inluding thedynamis, a omplete formulation apable of doing so is still missing, and present attempts fae major problems.Thus, at present DSR is only a kinemati theory. Nevertheless, it is attrative beause it does not postulate theexistene of a preferred frame, but rather deforms the usual onept of Lorentz invariane in the following sense.Consider the Lorentz algebra of the generators of rotations, Li, and boosts, Bi:[Li; Lj ℄ = { �ijk Lk ; [Li; Bj ℄ = { �ijk Bk ; [Bi; Bj ℄ = �{ �ijk Lk (11)(Latin indies i; j; : : : run from 1 to 3) and supplement it with the following ommutators between the Lorentzgenerators and those of translations in spaetime (the momentum operators P0 and Pi):[Li; P0℄ = 0 ; [Li; Pj ℄ = { �ijk Pk ; (12)[Bi; P0℄ = { f1�P� �Pi ; (13)[Bi; Pj ℄ = { �Æij f2�P� �P0 + f3�P�� Pi Pj� � : (14)



8where � is some unknown energy sale. Finally, assume [Pi; Pj ℄ = 0. The ommutation relations (13){(14) are givenin terms of three unspei�ed, dimensionless struture funtions f1, f2, and f3, and they are suÆiently general toinlude all known DSR proposals | the DSR1 [64℄, DSR2 [65, 66℄, and DSR3 [67℄. Furthermore, in all the DSRsonsidered to date, the dimensionless arguments of these funtions are speialized tofi�P� �! fi P0� ;P3i=1 P 2i�2 ! ; (15)so rotational symmetry is ompletely una�eted. For the � ! +1 limit to redue to ordinary speial relativity, f1and f2 must tend to 1, and f3 must tend to some �nite value.DSR theory postulates that the Lorentz group still generates spae-time symmetries but that it ats in a non-linearway on the �elds, suh that not only is the speed of light  an invariant quantity, but also that there is a new invariantmomentum sale � whih is usually taken to be of the order of MPl. Note that DSR-like features are found in modelsof non-ommutative geometry, in partiular in the �-Minkowski framework [68, 69℄, as well as in non-anonially nonommutative �eld theories [70℄.Conerning phenomenology, an important point about DSR in momentum spae is that in all three of its formula-tions (DSR1 [64℄, DSR2 [65, 66℄, and DSR3 [67℄) the omponent of the four momentum having deformed ommutationwith the boost generator an always be rewritten as a non-linear ombination of some energy-momentum vetor thattransforms linearly under the Lorentz group [71℄. For example in the ase of DSR2 [65, 66℄ one an write sE = ��01� �0=� ; (16)pi = �i1� �0=� : (17)It is easy to ensure that while � satis�es the usual dispersion relation �20 � �2 = m2 (for a partile with mass m), Eand pi satisfy the modi�ed relation �1�m2=�2�E2 + 2��1m2E � p2 = m2 : (18)Furthermore, a di�erent omposition for energy-momentum now holds, given that the omposition for the physialDSR momentum p must be derived from the standard energy-momentum onservation of the pseudo-variable � andin general implies non-linear terms.Despite its appealing, DSR is riddled with many open problems. First, if DSR is formulated as desribed above| that is, only in momentum spae | then it is an inomplete theory. Moreover, beause it is always possible tointrodue the new variables ��, on whih the Lorentz group ats in a linear manner, the only way that DSR an avoidtriviality is if there is some physial way of distinguishing the pseudo-energy � � ��0 from the true-energy E, andthe pseudo-momentum � from the true-momentum p. If not, DSR is no more than a nonlinear hoie of oordinatesin momentum spae.In view of the standard relations E $ {~�t and p $ �{~r (whih are presumably modi�ed in DSR), it is learthat to physially distinguish the pseudo-energy � from the true-energy E, and the pseudo-momentum � from thetrue-momentum p, one must know how to relate momenta to position. At a minimum, one needs to develop a notionof DSR spaetime.In this endeavor, there have been two distint lines of approah, one presuming ommutative spaetime oordinates,the other attempting to relate the DSR feature in momentum spae to a non ommutative position spae. In bothases, several authors have pointed out major problems. In the ase of ommutative spaetime oordinates, someanalyses have led authors to question the triviality [72℄ or internal onsisteny [73, 74℄ of DSR. On the other hand,non-ommutative proposals [29℄ are not yet well understood, although intense researh in this diretion is underway[75℄.DSR is still a subjet of ative researh and debate [76, 77℄; nonetheless, it has not yet attained the level ofmaturity needed to ast robust onstraints9. For these reasons, in the next setion we fous upon EFT and disussthe onstraints within this framework.9 However, some knowledge of DSR phenomenology an be obtained by onsidering that, as in Speial Relativity, any phenomenon thatimplies the existene of a preferred referene frame is forbidden. Thus, the detetion of suh a phenomenon would imply the falsi�ationof both speial and doubly-speial relativity. An example of suh a proess is the deay of a massless partile.



9IV. CONSTRAINTS ON EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY WITH O(E=MPl) LORENTZ INVARIANCEVIOLATIONThere is now a well-established literature on the experimental and observational onstraints on renormalizableoperators. Given that suh operators involve e�ets that are not a priori Plank suppressed, experimental testsindeed onstrain the oeÆients of dimension 3 and 4 LV operators to be very small [38℄. Caveat the above disussionon the natural values of suh oeÆients, we fous here on the lowest order non-renormalizable operators. Let usbegin with a brief review of the most ommon types of onstraints.For de�niteness, we refer to the following modi�ed dispersion relations:E2 = k2 + �(n)� knMn�2Pl (19)E2el = m2e + p2 + �(n)� pnMn�2Pl ; (20)where, in the EFT ase, we impose �(n) � �(n)+ = (�)n�(n)� and �(n) � �(n)+ = (�)n�(n)� .A. Photon time of ightAlthough photon time-of-ight onstraints urrently provide limits several orders of magnitude weaker than thebest ones, they have been widely adopted in the astrophysial ommunity. Furthermore they were the �rst to beproposed in the seminal paper [26℄. More importantly, given their purely kinematial nature, they may be applied toa broad lass of frameworks beyond EFT with LV. For this reason, we provide a general desription of time-of-ighte�ets, elaborating on their appliation to the ase of EFT below.In general, a photon dispersion relation in the form of (19) implies that photons of di�erent olors (wave vetorsk1 and k2) travel at slightly di�erent speeds.Let us �rst assume that there are no birefringent e�ets, so that �(n)+ = �(n)� . Then, upon propagation on aosmologial distane d, the e�et of energy dependene of the photon group veloity produes a time delay�t(n) = n� 12 kn�22 � kn�21Mn�2Pl �(n) d ; (21)whih learly inreases with d and with the energy di�erene as long as n > 2. The largest systemati error a�etingthis method is the unertainty about whether photons of di�erent energy are produed simultaneously in the soure.So far, the most robust onstraints on �(3), derived from time of ight di�erenes, have been obtained withinthe D�brane model (disussed in setion III D 1) from a statistial analysis applied to the arrival times of sharpfeatures in the intensity at di�erent energies from a large sample of GRBs with known redshifts [78℄, leading to limits�(3) � O(103). A reent example illustrating the importane of systemati unertainties an be found in [79℄, wherethe strongest limit �(3) < 47 is found by looking at a very strong are in the TeV band of the AGN Markarian 501.One way to alleviate systemati unertainties (available only in the ontext of birefringent theories, suh as theone with n = 3 in EFT) would be to measure the veloity di�erene between the two polarisation states at a singleenergy, orresponding to �t = 2j�(3)jk d=MPl : (22)This bound would require that both polarisations be observed and that no spurious heliity-dependent mehanism(suh as, for example, propagation through a birefringent medium) a�et the relative propagation of the two polari-sation states.However, eq. (21) is not valid when applied to birefringent theories. Photon beams generally are not irularlypolarized; thus, they are a superposition of fast and slow modes. Therefore, the net e�et of this superposition maypartially or ompletely erase the time-delay e�et. To ompute this e�et on a generi photon beam in a birefringenttheory, let us desribe a beam of light by means of the assoiated eletri �eld, and let us assume that this beam hasbeen generated with a Gaussian width~E = A �ei(
0t�k+(
0)z) e�(z�v+g t)2Æ
20 ê+ + ei(
0t�k�(
0)z) e�(z�v�g t)2Æ
20 ê�� ; (23)



10where 
0 is the wave frequeny, Æ
0 is the gaussian width of the wave, k�(
0) is the \momentum" orrespondingto the given frequeny aording to (19) and ê� � (ê1 � iê2)=p2 are the heliity eigenstates. Note that by omplexonjugation ê�+ = ê�. Also, note that k�(!) = ! � �!2=MPl. Thus,~E = Aei
0(t�z) �ei�
20=MPlz e�(z�v+g t)2Æ
20 ê+ + e�i�
20=MPlz e�(z�v�g t)2Æ
20 ê�� : (24)The intensity of the wave beam an be omputed as~E � ~E� = jAj2 �e2i�
20=MPlz + e�2i�
20=MPlz� e�Æ
20((z�v+g t)2+(z�v�g t)2)= 2jAj2e�2Æ
20(z�t)2 os�2� 
0MPl
0z� e�2�2 
20M2 (Æ
0t)2 : (25)This shows that there is an e�et even on a linearly-polarised beam. The e�et is a modulation of the wave intensitythat depends quadratially on the energy and linearly on the distane of propagation. In addition, for a gaussianwave paket, there is a shift of the paket entre, that is ontrolled by the square of �(3)=MPl and hene is stronglysuppressed with respet to the osinusoidal modulation.B. Vauum BirefringeneThe fat that eletromagneti waves with opposite \heliities" have slightly di�erent group veloities, in EFT LVwith n = 3, implies that the polarisation vetor of a linearly polarised plane wave with energy k rotates, during thewave propagation over a distane d, through the angle [33℄ 10�(d) = !+(k)� !�(k)2 d ' �(3) k2d2MPl : (27)Observations of polarised light from a distant soure an then lead to a onstraint on j�(3)j that, depending onthe amount of available information | both on the observational and on the theoretial (i.e. astrophysial souremodeling) side | an be ast in two di�erent ways [80℄:1. Beause detetors have a �nite energy bandwidth, eq. (27) is never probed in real situations. Rather, if somenet amount of polarization is measured in the band k1 < E < k2, an order-of-magnitude onstraint arises fromthe fat that if the angle of polarization rotation (27) di�ered by more than �=2 over this band, the detetedpolarization would utuate suÆiently for the net signal polarization to be suppressed [41, 81℄. From (27), thisonstraint is �(3) . �MPl(k22 � k21)d(z) ; (28)This onstraint requires that any intrinsi polarization (at soure) not be ompletely washed out during signalpropagation. It thus relies on the mere detetion of a polarized signal; there is no need to onsider the observedpolarization degree. A more re�ned limit an be obtained by alulating the maximum observable polarizationdegree, given the maximum intrinsi value [82℄:�(�) = �(0)qhos(2�)i2P + hsin(2�)i2P ; (29)where �(0) is the maximum intrinsi degree of polarization, � is de�ned in eq. (27) and the average is weightedover the soure spetrum and instrumental eÆieny, represented by the normalized weight funtion P(k) [81℄.Conservatively, one an set �(0) = 100%, but a lower value may be justi�ed on the basis of soure modeling.Using (29), one an then ast a onstraint by requiring �(�) to exeed the observed value.10 Note that for an objet loated at osmologial distane (let z be its redshift), the distane d beomesd(z) = 1H0 Z z0 1 + z0p
� +
m(1 + z0)3 dz0 ; (26)where d(z) is not exatly the distane of the objet as it inludes a (1 + z)2 fator in the integrand to take into aount the redshiftating on the photon energies.



11TABLE I: Values of pth, aording to eq. (32), for di�erent partiles involved in the reation: neutrinos, eletrons and proton.Here we assume �(n) ' 1. m� ' 0:1 eV me ' 0:5 MeV mp ' 1 GeVn = 2 0.1 eV 0.5 MeV 1 GeVn = 3 500 MeV 14 TeV 2 PeVn = 4 33 TeV 74 PeV 3 EeV2. Suppose that polarized light measured in a ertain energy band has a position angle �obs with respet to a�xed diretion. At �xed energy, the polarization vetor rotates by the angle (27) 11; if the position angle ismeasured by averaging over a ertain energy range, the �nal net rotation h��i is given by the superposition ofthe polarization vetors of all the photons in that range:tan(2 h��i) = hsin(2�)iPhos(2�)iP ; (30)where � is given by (27). If the position angle at emission �i in the same energy band is known from a model ofthe emitting soure, a onstraint an be set by imposingtan(2 h��i) < tan(2�obs � 2�i) : (31)Although this limit is tighter than those based on eqs. (28) and (29), it learly hinges on assumptions about thenature of the soure, whih may introdue signi�ant unertainties.The fat that polarised photon beams are indeed observed from distant objets imposes onstraints on �(3). Reently,a laim of j�(3)j . 2�10�7 was made using UV/optial polarisation measures from GRBs [83℄. However, the strongestonstraint to date omes from a loal objet. In [80℄ the onstraint j�(3)j . 6� 10�10 at 95% Con�dene Level (CL)was obtained by onsidering the observed polarization of hard-X rays from the Crab Nebula (CN) [84℄ (see also [85℄).C. Threshold reationsAn interesting phenomenology of threshold reations is introdued by LV in EFT; also, threshold theorems an berederived [86℄. The onlusions of the investigation into threshold reations are that [87℄� Threshold on�gurations still orresponds to head-on inoming partiles and parallel outgoing ones� The threshold energy of existing threshold reations an shift, and upper thresholds (i.e. maximal inomingmomenta at whih the reation an happen in any on�guration) an appear� Pair prodution an our with unequal outgoing momenta� New, normally forbidden reations an be viableLV orretions are surprisingly important in threshold reations beause the LV term (whih as a �rst approximationan be onsidered as an additional mass term) should be ompared not to the momentum of the involved partiles,but rather to the (invariant) mass of the partiles produed in the �nal state. Thus, an estimate for the thresholdenergy is pth ' �m2Mn�2Pl�(n) �1=n ; (32)where m is the typial mass of partiles involved in the reation.Interesting values for pth are disussed, e.g., in [87℄ and given in Tab. I. Reations involving neutrinos are the bestandidate for observation of LV e�ets, whereas eletrons and positrons an provide results for n = 3 theories but anhardly be aelerated by astrophysial objets up to the required energy for n = 4. In this ase reations of protonsan be very e�etive, beause osmi-rays an have energies well above 3 EeV.11 Faraday rotation is negligible at high energies.



12a. -deay The deay of a photon into an eletron/positron pair is made possible by LV beause energy-momentum onservation may now allow reations desribed by the basi QED vertex. This proess has a thresholdthat, if � ' 0 and n = 3, is set by the ondition kth = (6p3m2eM=j�(3)� j)1=3 [33℄. Furthermore, the deay rate isextremely fast above threshold [33℄. The same onlusion holds when n = 4.Beause from birefringene � . 9� 10�10, the above expression for the photon deay an be used to onstrain theeletron/positron parameters. In [33℄ j��j . 0:2 was derived using the fat that 50 TeV -rays from the CN weremeasured. This onstraint has been tightened to j��j . 0:05, thanks to HEGRA's observations of 80 TeV photons[88℄.b. Vauum �Cerenkov and Heliity Deay In the presene of LV, the proess of Vauum �Cerenkov (VC) radiatione� ! e� an our. If we set � ' 0 and n = 3, the threshold energy is given bypVC = (m2eM=2�(3))1=3 ' 11 TeV ��1=3 : (33)Just above threshold this proess is extremely eÆient, with a time sale of order �VC � 10�9 s [33℄.A slightly di�erent version of this proess is the Heliity Deay (HD, e� ! e�). If �+ 6= ��, an eletron anip its heliity by emitting a suitably polarized photon. This reation does not have a real threshold, but rather ane�etive one [33℄ | pHD = (m2eM=��)1=3, where �� = j�(3)+ � �(3)� j | at whih the deay lifetime �HD is minimized.For �� � O(1) this e�etive threshold is around 10 TeV. Note that below threshold �HD > ���3(p=10 TeV)�8 10�9s,while above threshold �HD beomes independent of �� [33℄.. Synhrotron radiation Synhrotron emission is strongly a�eted by LV. In both LI and LV ases [33℄, most ofthe radiation from an eletron of energy E is emitted at a ritial frequeny! = 32eB3(E)E (34)where (E) = (1� v2(E))�1=2, and v(E) is the eletron group veloity. However, in the LV ase, and assuming againn = 3, the eletron group veloity is given byv(E) = �E�p = pE �1 + 32�(3) pM� : (35)Therefore, v(E) an exeed 1 if � > 0 or it an be stritly less than 1 if � < 0. This introdues a fundamental di�erenebetween partiles with positive or negative LV oeÆient �. If � is negative the group veloity of the eletrons isstritly less than the (low energy) speed of light. This implies that, at suÆiently high energy, (E)� < E=me,for all E. As a onsequene, the ritial frequeny !� (;E) is always less than a maximal frequeny !max [33℄.Then, if synhrotron emission up to some frequeny !obs is observed, one an dedue that the LV oeÆient for theorresponding leptons annot be more negative than the value for whih !max = !obs. Then, if synhrotron emissionup to some maximal frequeny !obs is observed, one an dedue that the LV oeÆient for the orresponding leptonsannot be more negative than the value for whih !max = !obs, leading to the bound [33℄�(3) > �Mme � 0:34 eBme !obs�3=2 : (36)However, partiles with positive LV oeÆient an be superluminal. Therefore, at energies E & 8 TeV=�1=3, (E)begins to inrease fasters than E=me and reahes in�nity at a �nite energy, whih orresponds to the threshold forsoft VC emission. The ritial frequeny is thus larger than the LI one and the spetrum shows a harateristi bumpdue to the enhaned !. D. The Crab NebulaAll the knowledge desribed in the previous setion about proesses modi�ed or simply allowed by LV an be usedto infer properties of the radiation output of astrophysial objets and, eventually, to probe LV. Amazingly, the CrabNebula has proven an e�etive laboratory for suh studies.The CN is a soure of di�use radio, optial and X-ray radiation assoiated with a Supernova explosion observedin 1054 A.D. Its distane from Earth is approximately 1:9 kp. A pulsar, presumably a remnant of the explosion, isloated at the entre of the Nebula. The Nebula emits an extremely broad-band spetrum (21 deades in frequeny,see [89℄ for a omprehensive list of relevant observations) that is produed by two major radiation mehanisms. Theemission from radio to low energy -rays (E < 1 GeV) is thought to be synhrotron radiation from relativisti



13eletrons, whereas inverse Compton (IC) sattering by these eletrons is the favored explanation for the higher energy-rays.From a theoretial point of view, the urrent understanding of the whole environment is based on the modelpresented in [90℄, whih aounts for the general features observed in the CN spetrum. We point the reader to [89℄for a wider disussion of this model.Beause we onsider a LV version of eletrodynamis, it is interesting to study whether this framework introduesmodi�ations into the model of the CN, and if so, what e�ets it produes. How the synhrotron emission proessesat work in the CN would appear in a \LV world" has been studied in [89℄. There the role of LV in modifying theharateristis of the Fermi mehanism (whih is thought to be responsible for the formation of the spetrum ofenergeti eletrons in the CN [91℄) and the ontributions of VC and HD were investigated.d. Fermi mehanism Several mehanisms have been suggested for the formation of the spetrum of energetieletrons in the CN. As disussed in [89℄, the power-law spetrum of high energy (> 1 TeV) partiles is usuallyinterpreted as arising from a �rst order Fermi mehanism operating at the ultra-relativisti termination shok frontof the pulsar wind, beause, in the simplest kinemati piture, this mehanism predits a power law index of justthe right value [91℄. In [89℄ the possible modi�ations a�eting the Fermi mehanism due to LV have been disussed,inluding an interpretation of the high energy ut-o�. If we phenomenologially model the ut-o� as an exponential,then from the Fermi mehanism we would expet a partile spetrum in the high energy region E > 1TeV, of the formn(E) / (E)�pe�E=E with p � 2:4 and E � 2:5 � 1015 eV. Then, we ould safely deal with the eletron/positrondistributions inferred by [92℄, making sure to replae the energy with the Lorentz boost fator.e. Role of VC emission The VC emission, due to its extreme rapidity above threshold, an produe a sharput-o� in the aeleration spetrum. It has been veri�ed that the modi�ations in the optial/UV spetrum produedby the VC radiation emitted by partiles above threshold are negligible with respet to the synhrotron emission.f. Role of Heliity Deay To understand whether HD is e�etive, we must ompare its typial time sale [33℄with that of the spin preession of a partile moving in a magneti �eld. From the disussion presented above, itis easy to see that pVC is always slightly smaller than pHD, so that, for our purposes, the relevant regime of HD isthat with momenta p < pHD. Thus, the typial time sale is �HD � 10�9 s � ���3(p=10 TeV)�8. Spin rotatione�etively prevents the heliity deay if the preession rate is faster than the time needed for HD. Therefore, we anestimate that the HD beomes e�etive when the partile energy is above p(e�)HD & 930 GeV (B=0:3 mG)1=8 j��j�3=8.Eletrons and positrons with E > p(e�)HD an be found only in the heliity state orresponding to the lowest value of��. Therefore, the population of greater � is sharply ut o� above threshold whereas the population with smaller �is inreased.Using numerial tools previously developed [89℄, we an study the e�et of LV (n = 3) on the CN spetrum. Thisproedure requires that we �x most of the model parameters using radio to soft X-rays observations, whih are nota�eted by LV [89℄. The high energy ut-o� of the wind lepton spetrum E ' 2:5 PeV and a spetral index of thefreshly aelerated eletrons p = 2:4 give the best �t to the data in the LI ase [92℄.Clearly only two on�gurations in the LV parameter spae are truely di�erent: �+ � �� > 0 and �+ � �� < 0, where�+ is assumed to be positive for de�niteness. The on�guration wherein both �� are negative is the same as the(�+ � �� > 0; �+ > 0) ase, whereas that whose signs are srambled is equivalent to the ase (�+ � �� < 0; �+ > 0).This is beause positron oeÆients are related to eletron oeÆients through �af� = ��f� [33℄. Examples of spetraobtained for the two di�erent ases are shown in Fig. 1.A �2 analysis has been performed to quantify the agreement between models and data [89℄. From this analysis,one an onlude that the LV parameters for the leptons are both onstrained, at 95% CL, to be j��j < 10�5, asshown by the red vertial lines on the left-hand panel in Fig. 2. Although the best �t model is not the LI one, aareful statistial analysis (performed with present-day data) shows that it is statistially indistinguishable from theLI model at 95% CL [89℄.V. CONSTRAINTS ON O(E=MPl)2 LORENTZ INVARIANCE VIOLATIONThe previous setion attested to the strength of the onstraints urrently plaed on dimension 5 LV operators. Thisis a remarkable ahievement that was almost unforeseeable 10 years ago. However, it is true that the naturalnessproblem (see setion III C) poses a hallenge for the internal onsisteny of this approah to LV. Let us then move tothe next order (mass dimension 6) LV operators and desribe the status of the �eld.Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays (UHECRs) have the potentiality to probe modi�ed dispersion relations induedby CPT even dimension 6 operators. One of the most interesting features related to the physis of UHECRs is theGreisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) ut o� [93, 94℄, a suppression of the high-energy tail of the UHECR spetrum arisingfrom interations with CMB photons, aording to p ! �+ ! p�0(n�+). This proess has a (LI) threshold energy
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FIG. 1: Comparison between observational data, the LI model and a LV one with �+ � �� < 0 (left) and �+ � �� > 0 (right).The values of the LV oeÆients, reported in the insets, show the salient features of the LV modi�ed spetra. The leptons areinjeted aording to the best �t values p = 2:4, E = 2:5 PeV. The individual ontribution of eah lepton population is shown.Eth ' 5� 1019 (!b=1:3 meV)�1 eV (!b is the target photon energy). Experimentally, the presene of a suppression ofthe UHECR ux was on�rmed only reently [35, 36℄. Although the ut o� ould be also due to the �nite aelerationpower of the UHECR soures, the fat that it ours at the expeted energy favors the GZK explanation. The resultsshown in [95℄ further strengthen this hypothesis.As a threshold proess, photopion prodution is strongly a�eted by LV. Several authors have studied the onstraintsimplied by the detetion of suh a suppression [43, 87, 96{99℄. However, a detailed LV study of the GZK feature ishard to perform, beause of the many astrophysial unertainties related to the modeling of the propagation and theinterations of UHECRs.Rather surprisingly, however, signi�ant limits on � and � an be derived by onsidering UHE photons [100, 101℄,further improving the onstraints on dimension 5 LV operators and providing a �rst robust onstraint of QED withdimension 6 CPT even LV operators. UHE photons originate in the interations of UHECRs with the CMB (GZKproess), leading to the prodution of neutral pions that subsequently deay into photon pairs. These photons aremainly absorbed by pair prodution onto the CMB and radio bakground. Thus, the fration of UHE photons inUHECRs is theoretially predited to be less than 1% at 1019 eV [102℄. Several experiments imposed limits on thepresene of photons in the UHECR spetrum. In partiular, the photon fration is less than 2.0%, 5.1%, 31% and36% (95% C.L) at E = 10, 20, 40, 100 EeV respetively [103, 104℄.However, pair prodution is strongly a�eted by LV. In partiular, the (lower) threshold energy an be slightlyshifted and in general an upper threshold an be introdued [87℄. If the upper threshold energy is lower than 1020 eV,then UHE photons are no longer attenuated by the CMB and an reah the Earth, onstituting a signi�ant frationof the total UHECR ux and thereby violating experimental limits [100, 101, 105℄.Moreover, it has been shown [101℄ that the -deay proess an also imply a signi�ant onstraint. Indeed, if someUHE photon (E ' 1019 eV) is deteted by experiments (and the Pierre Auger Observatory, PAO, will be able to doso in few years [103℄), then -deay must be forbidden above 1019 eV.In onlusion we show on the left-hand panel of Fig. 2 the overall piture of the onstraints of dimension 5 and 6LV operators, where the green dotted lines do not orrespond to real onstraints, but to the ones that will be ahievedwhen AUGER will observe, as expeted, some UHE photon.VI. CONCLUSIONSWe hope that this review has onvined even the most skeptial reader that it is now possible to strongly onstrainPlank-suppressed e�ets motivated by QG senarios. The above disussion makes lear that this an be ahievedbeause even tiny violations of a fundamental symmetry suh as Lorentz invariane an lead to detetable e�etsat energies well below the Plank sale. Although there are several proposed frameworks to deal with QG induedLV, we have disussed here the most onservative framework of LV in EFT, given its simpliity and robustness withrespet to the eventual UV ompletion of the theory (although there are also QG senarios that do not admit an EFTlow-energy limit). Given that there is a rih literature about experimental onstraints on EFT with renormalizable
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FIG. 2: Left panel: LV indued by dimension 5 operators. Right panel: LV indued by dimension 6 operators. The LVparameter spae is shown. The allowed regions are shaded grey. Green dotted lines represent values of (�; �) for whih the-deay threshold k�de ' 1019 eV. Solid, blue lines indiate pairs (�; �) for whih the pair prodution upper thresholdkup ' 1020 eV. Red lines orrespond to onstraints obtained by Crab Nebula observations.LV operators [38℄, we foused here on astrophysial onstraints on high energy Plank-suppressed LV indued bynon-renormalizable operators of mass dimension 5 and 6.12The outome of this investigation is summarized in Fig. 2 whih learly shows that dimension 5 LV operators inQED are extremely onstrained to the level of onviningly ruling them out. This may be an observational support tothe theoretial issue regarding the naturalness of suh operators (disussed in setion III C). Thus, it is interesting thatthe theoretially favoured dimension 6, CPT even, LV operators in QED are onstrained by UHECR observations.Although to date we only have limits implied by the non-observation of a signi�ant photon fration in the UHECRux above 1019 eV, the expeted detetion of some UHE photon by the PAO will further restrit the allowed region ofparameter spae for LV QED to the portion of the grey region in Fig. 2 limited by the green dotted line and inludingthe origin.The strength of the onstraints ahieved so far is a strong indiation either that Lorentz invariane may be an exatsymmetry of Nature or that the framework inorporating departures from it annot be ast in EFT form. Therefore,it is worthwhile to onsider alternative senarios, suh as those presented in setion III D. Given that some of thesealternative frameworks urrently do not allow full ontrol of the dynamis, one must look bak at purely kinematial(e.g. time-of-ight) observations. For example, the D�brane inspired model disussed in setion IIID 1 leads to a non-birefringent dispersion relation for photons, with O(E=MPl) LV, thereby evading birefringene onstraints. However,suh dispersion relations an be probed by time-of-ight, as disussed in setion IVA.Interestingly, the authors of [79℄ disussed LV as a possible explanation of the arrival time struture of TeV photonsfrom Mkn 501, determining that the best-�t to data may be obtained by adopting � � O(1). Quite intriguingly, asimilar value seems to be ompatible [112℄ with the limits imposed by the reent time delay observations made by theHESS ollaboration [113℄ of the AGN PKS 2155-304 and by the FERMI satellite of the gamma-ray burst GRB080916[114℄. If this were the ase | and if the more probable astrophysial explanations for these delays ould be reasonablyexluded | then we would have to admit that the EFT desription of LV phenomena related to QG would fail atTeV energies. In fat, the given best-�t value of � would exeed the best onstraint on � in EFT by several orders ofmagnitude [80℄. This fat would reveal a very peuliar feature of the underlying QG theory, hene strongly restritingsuitable senarios.We are still at a preliminary stage in asting onstraints on non-QED setors of the SM. In partiular, althoughorder-of-magnitude onstraints have been obtained on high energy LV in the hadroni setor, a omplete reonstrutionof the UHECR spetrum reently led to more robust onstraints, whih are as strong as 10�3 and 10�1 for dimension6 LV oeÆients for protons and pions, respetively [115℄. Furthermore, the neutrino setor is still largely unexplored,12 It was reently reognized that the SM with some LV higher mass dimension operators an be renormalizable [106{111℄. It might bethen interesting to further investigate the phenomenologial relevane of these models.
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